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_, IntreduQtlen t Calculations ef extensive alr showers in
atmosphere have been performed using formulae describing
p-p and p-air nucleus Interaetlens presented elsewhere in
this preceedlngs /HE 1.2-4/. The formulae fitted to the ac-
celerator data have been extrapolated taking the same trend

up te I0_ eV. Above that energ_ It was assumed that the de-gree ef scaling vlelatlen /_ parameter/ Is saturating or
even decreasing. The latter assumptlen fellews from earlier
work ef seme ef us /Wdowozyk and Welfendale, 1984/ where we
found that wltheut thls restriction shower maxlma at the
highest energies are located tee high in the atmosphere.
Results 6f oalculatlens have been compared with experimen-
tal data. The comparison was made separately for the curves
obtained from the se called equal intensity cuts and for
the Cerenkev data.

2, Methed ef calculatlen s, In the first stage using Monte
Carlo methed there were calculated EAS lengltudlnal devel-
Ipment curves for three different requirements. Those re-
qulrements are: fixed primary energy, fixed size ef shower
at every ebservatlen!_level and fixed slze at the sea level.
Examples ef the curves for preten primaries with energies
around i046eV are given in figure i. In the next stage
the curves calculated for fixed sizes at every observation
level and for different primary masses are combined ac-
cerdlng to the assumed mass compesltlon. The mass compe-
sitien have been taken according to the two component mo- "
del ef the galactic cosmic rays /Wdewczyk, i984, also see
0G 5.4-6 this proceedings/.

3, Results, . In figure 2. the longitudinal development
curves are compared with experimental data. In figure 3.
the position of the shower maxima ebtalned from the equal
intensity cuts are compared with predictions /here the pre-
dictions are taken fer flxed shower slzes at the ebse_stien
levels/. Finally in flgure 4. the data en shower maxima
pesitlens ebtained from the Cerenkev observations are
compared with the predlctlens /In that c_se the pre-
dictions are taken for the fixed size at sea level as the
observations are perfermed usually at sea level/. Sepa-
rately are shown curves ebtained under the assumption that
the scaling violation parameter _ = 0.25 above lO_6eV and
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Fi_.i. BAS lom_itudinal developement curves, i-fixed prima-
ry enertly, 2-fixed size of the shower at every obser-
vation level, 3-fixed size at sea level.
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FiZ.2. The longitudinal developcment of EAS in the atmosphe-
re o_otained for proton-air nucleus Interaotions oom-

pared with tha cxpcri,aental data,see J.Gawin et al.,
/19s4/.
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Fig.3. The positions of shower maxima. Caloulatlons were
performed With fixed shower sizes at every observa-
tion level.Experimental points are from equal inten-
sity cuts.Predictions are from the following models:
proton-proton Interactions /----/,proton-air nucleus
interactions with full mass composition /------/ and
with primary protons only /.--./___oallng sots for
energies higher then IB16 eV /---/.
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Fi5._. Predictions for the locations of shower maxima
obtained with fixed size at sea level.Full line is
for proton-air nucleus interactions with scale-
breaking model,the dashed one is from the model with
scalin_ for energies above 1El6 eV. The experimental
points arc from Cerenkov measurements.
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assuming that effectively scaling sets at that energy.
In figures there are given results of calculations ob-

tained with the formula for preten- air nucleus interac-
tions. In figure 3. for comparison there ls also shewn the
develepment curve ebtatned using formula for prot6n-preten
tateractlens /we may say for a proton atmosphere/.

4, Cenclqslens , if we use the model based on direct extra
polatten of the accelerater data the predicted variation
ef the shower maximum position Is different than that eb-
talned from the observatlens. The predicted positions of
shower maxima are located toe low at energies I045-3xi0 _6 eV
and too high for energies above. The situation can not be
significantly tmpreved by the variation of the primary
particle mass as the used composition is already proton
dominated at energies above 10#6eV and reasonably heavy
below that energy.

Practically sufficient improvement is obtained If it Is
assumed that some sort of scaling Is introduced above I0 46
eV. By term of scaling we mean hare that the multiplicity
ef the secendary particles at those energies saturates,

It seems extremely difficult to restore the agreement
with the data at energies 10 4#- 10 d6 eV. Introduction ef
heavy particles here is not only insufficient but also
contradictory with other observations /for instance mul-
tiple mucus/. It seems that the observations require an
assumption about existence of so_e new feature at energies
around few times 10 4# - 1046eV. That reqirement Is
strengthened by the fact that the same tendency Is observed
both in the data obtained from the equal intensity cuts and
those from the Cerenkev observations.

Important point which follews from the comparisons
made In figures 3. and 4. is that the posltlQns of shower
maxima should be calculated differently for the case ef
the equal intensity cuts and for the case of the Cerenkov
obs ervat lens.
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